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Summary Information
Repository Ouachita Baptist University Library
Title Center for Rural Studies records
Date 1979-1982
Extent 5.5 Cubic feet (5 record cartons and 1 flat archive box)
Language English
Language of Materials English
Preferred Citation
Center for Rural Studies Records. Riley-Hickingbotham Library Archives and Special Collections,
Ouachita Baptist University, Arkadelphia, Arkansas.
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Biographical/Historical Note
The Center for Rural Studies was a project of the Joint Educational Consortium (JEC), which is a
cooperative association of Henderson State University, Ouachita Baptist University, and the Ross
Foundation. It was established under grants from the National Endowment for the Humanities and the
Ross Foundation. Arkansas Endowment for the Humanities and the Winthrop Rockefeller Foundation
supplied supplemental grants. The JEC draws on the resources of the two universities and of the
surrounding area to develop programs of interest and benefit to the general public.
The fundamental purpose of the Center for Rural Studies was to evaluate, from a humanist perspective,
the continuing relevance of the rural experience in our national life and the impact which the changes of
the twentieth century are having upon rural culture and value systems. The rapid transformation of the
rural economy in the years since the Great Depression, the tensions of economic and social change, and
the homogenization of American culture brought about by the mass media suggest that there is little time
remaining in which to collect, inventory, and analyze the tangible historic artifacts and the intangible
culture and social patterns of rural America. This sense of urgency brought about the beginning of the
project, since it was felt that the passage of a few more years might have made unrecoverable much of the
folklore and speech patterns, the music and folk art, information on social and family lifestyles, religious
influences, and political traditions.
The Center for Rural Studies encouraged area people to examine their heritage carefully, judge discreetly,
and determine what aspects of their culture should be rejected and what preserved or restored. The areas
of study of the CRS include the history, religion, values, economy, art, literature, music, drama, and
sociology of rural life. The studies have contributed to an understanding of rural culture through the
disciplines of the humanities.
The Center for Rural Studies sponsored a series of conferences and symposia dealing with major
problems and opportunities facing the people of Arkansas and neighboring states. The meetings brought
together nationally recognized authorities, leaders of various interest groups, and the general citizenry to
examine some of the most vital issues of public policy and human values of the day.
The conferences covered a broad range of issues: changes in religious values and institutions, rural
education, economic development and the quality of life, stewardship of the earth, and changes in
Southern politics. The symposia focused on the general theme of rural family life. Specific meetings dealt
with images of the elderly, the role of parents and schools, the role of women, changing patterns of rural
health care, Arkansas folk and their art and entertainment, and changing architectural styles in Arkansas
homes.
The materials and resources collected at these conferences and symposia served as valuable beginnings
for the Center's collections. In addition, the CRS initiated an oral history project in 1980, directed by
Lavell Cole of the OBU History Department. Oral history goes to the heart of CRS concerns. It is useful
as a means of supplementing the written record and supplying information not found in newspapers,
official documents, and correspondence.
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The CRS interviewed leading men and women in the region, but was not interested solely in the views
and experiences of especially prominent people. It sought to reach every element in the population, which
is essential in order to develop a full and accurate picture. The project focused on the general theme of
rural families in transition, and particularly on changes in values and attitudes and their implications for
family life and the broader culture.
The recorded interviews supply a wealth of information on and insights into rural family life, religion,
education, farming, the timber industry, and race relations. Overall, the collection includes over 600
cassette tapes# hundreds of slides, photographs, and negatives# and six cubic feet of related materials.
Scope and Contents
This collection contains administrative and financial materials, including items pertaining to twelve
conferences, a seminar, a symposium, and a workshop, as well as Joint Educational Consortium programs
and announcements. Other materials include abstracts and summaries of conference papers, biographical
material, papers and speeches, and paperwork for the National Endowment for the Humanities grant. Over
600 recordings and transcripts were collected, featuring interviews with rural Arkansas residents.
Administrative Information
Publication Information
Ouachita Baptist University Library
Conditions Governing Access
This collection is open for research. Some interviews are restricted.
Manuscripts may only be copied by Special Collections staff. Media reproduction
must be accompanied with a Media Reproduction Request form (http://library.obu.edu/
SpecialCollectionsMediaReproduction.pdf) and the appropriate fees.
Conditions Governing Use
Permission to examine archival materials does not constitute permission to publish. Any publication
of such materials beyond the limits of fair use requires specific prior written permission. Requests
for permission to publish should be addressed in writing to the Head of Special Collections, Riley-
Hickingbotham Library, 410 Ouachita Street, Box 3742, Arkadelphia, Arkansas 71998-001. When
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permission is granted, two copies of the publication will be requested for the Riley-Hickingbotham
Library Special Collections.
Immediate Source of Acquisition
Joint Educational Consortium, Arkadelphia, Arkansas, 1990.
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Collection Inventory
Conferences/Symposia/Workshops/Projects 
Energy: "Energy in Rural America: Needs and Alternatives," 1979 Box
1
1.1 Program and support papers 
1.2 Invitation list 
1.3 Registration 
1.4 Abstracts and summaries of papers 
1.5 Correspondence 
1.6 Correspondence 
1.7 Correspondence 
1.8 Correspondence 
1.9 Working papers 
1.10 Working papers 
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1.11 Working papers 
1.12 Working papers 
1.13 Biographical material 
1.14 Lignite technology 
1.15 Financial records 
Religion: "Values in Rural Life," 1980 
1.16 Agenda and evaluation 
1.17 Invitation list 
1.18 Participant list 
Education: "The Role of Education in Shaping Rural Values," 1980 
1.19 Agenda and evaluation 
1.20 Invitation list 
1.21 Participant list 
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1.22 Materials 
Water: "Arkansas Water Resources," 1980 
1.23 Materials 
Oral history: "Oral History Workshop," 1980 
1.24 Agenda and evaluation 
1.25 Invitation list 
1.26 Participant list 
1.27 Materials 
1.28 Correspondence 
1.29 Respondents 
Economics: "Profits and Losses: Economic Development and the Quality of Rural Life," 1980 
1.30 Agenda and evaluation 
1.31 Invitation list 
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1.32 Participant list 
1.33 Materials 
Aging: "Images of the Elderly," 1980 
1.34 Agenda and evaluation 
1.35 Invitation list 
1.36 Participant list 
1.37 Materials 
1.38 Correspondence 
Children: "The Child in a Changing Society: Responsibilities of Home and School in Character
Development," 1980 
1.39 Agenda and evaluation 
1.40 Invitation list 
1.41 Participant list 
1.42 Materials 
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Women: "The Role of Women in a Changing Society," 1981 
1.43 Agenda and evaluation 
1.44 Invitation list 
1.45 Participant list 
1.46 Materials 
Technology: "Stewardship of the Earth: Changing Attitudes on Use of the Land," 1981 
1.47 Agenda and evaluation 
1.48 Invitation list 
1.49 Participant list 
1.50 Materials 
Health: "Changing Patterns in Rural Health Care," 1981 
1.51 Agenda and evaluation 
1.52 Invitation list 
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1.53 Participant list 
1.54 Materials 
Housing: "Changing Styles in Arkansas Homes," 1981 Box
2
2.1 Agenda and evaluation 
2.2 Invitation list 
2.3 Participant list 
2.4 Materials 
Folk art: "Arkansas Folk and Their Arts and Entertainment," 1981 
2.5 Agenda and evaluation 
2.6 Invitation list 
2.7 Participant list 
2.8 Materials 
Politics: "Changing Traditions in Southern Politics," 1981 
2.9 Agenda and evaluation 
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2.10 Invitation list 
2.11 Materials 
Symposium on the Federal Budget Process 
2.12 Proposal 
2.13 Press releases 
2.14 Agenda 
2.15 Letter of invitation 
2.16 Participant list 
Papers/Speeches 
2.17 Roy L. Ash 
2.18 Ed Bethune 
2.19 Charles A. Bowsher 
2.20 Pete Domenici 
2.21 Robert Dove 
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2.22 Robert Giaimo and Henry Bellmon 
2.23 Slade Gorton 
2.24 George Gross 
2.25 Nancy Kassenbaum 
2.26 John McEvoy 
2.27 Norman Mineta 
2.28 Rudolph G. Penner 
2.29 Alice Rivlin 
2.30 William Roth 
2.31 Elmer B. Staats 
2.32 Miscellaneous printed materials 
Arkadelphia 2000 
2.33 Proposal 
2.34 AEH grant 
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2.35 Final report 
2.36 Town meeting 
Committees 
2.37 Cultural, Recreational, and Beautification Concerns 
2.38 Economic Development 
2.39 Education 
2.40 Government Services 
2.41 Health and Human Services 
2.42 Humanities 
2.43 Youth Concerns 
2.44 Working papers 
2.45 Working papers 
2.46 Ranchino telephone survey 
2.47 Interview statistics 
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2.48 Announcements/Invitations/Brochures 
2.49 News releases 
2.50 Financial records 
2.51 Family Farm 
Administration 
2.52 Initial proposal 
2.53 Proposal example 
Box
NEH materials 3
2.54 Proposal 
2.55 Proposal 
2.56 Proposal 
2.57 Proposal 
2.58 Proposal 
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2.59 Proposal 
2.60 Budget proposal 
2.61 Grant award notification 
2.62 Chairman's discretionary grant 
2.63 NEH guidelines 
2.64 NEH guidelines 
2.65 Final report 
3.1 Correspondence 
3.2 Correspondence 
3.3 Correspondence 
3.4 Correspondence 
3.5 Correspondence 
3.6 Correspondence 
3.7 Correspondence 
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3.8 Correspondence 
3.9 Correspondence 
3.10 Correspondence 
3.11 Correspondence 
3.12 Correspondence 
3.13 Correspondence 
3.14 Working papers 
3.15 Working papers 
3.16 Working papers 
3.17 Working papers 
3.18 Working papers, archives 
3.19 Working papers, budget proposal 
3.20 Mailing list, A-C 
3.21 Mailing list, D-G 
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3.22 Mailing list, H-L 
3.23 Mailing list, M-O 
3.24 Mailing list, P-S 
3.25 Mailing list, T-Z 
3.26 Script 
3.27 Advisory Council 
3.28 Press releases 
3.29 Directory 
3.30 Resumes 
3.31 Staff speaking engagements 
3.32 Time logs 
3.33 Commentaries 
3.34 Receipt, recorder 
3.35 Budget proposal 
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Finance 
3.36 JEC financial statement, 1980 
3.37 Bank statements and checks 
3.38 Check stubs, 1980 August - December 
3.39 Check stubs, 1981 January - 1982 February 
Box
Bills and vouchers 4
4.1 1980 March 
4.2 1980 April 
4.3 1980 May 
4.4 1980 June 
4.5 1980 July 
4.6 1980 August 
4.7 1980 September 
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4.8 1980 October 
4.9 1980 November 
4.10 1980 December 
4.11 Festival of Humanities 
4.12 Archives 
4.13 Conferences 
4.14 Symposia 
4.15 Administrative 
4.16 Oral history 
4.17 JEC-CRS match 
4.18 Miscellaneous 
Deposit tickets 
4.19 1980 
4.20 1981 
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4.21 Sample budget (Italian Culture Center) 
Printed Material and Miscellaneous 
Box
Scrapbook, 1980-1981 newsclippings 5
4.22 Logo/Letterhead 
4.23 Foundations for future funding 
4.24 Summary report 
4.25 Duplicating 
4.26 Miscellaneous publications and printed matter 
4.27 Miscellaneous publications and printed matter 
4.28 Reference material, Center for Applachian Studies 
Joint Educational Consortium 
4.29 Arkansas Art, programs and announcements 
4.30 Concert Series, programs and announcements 
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4.31 Lecture-Forum Series, programs and announcements 
4.32 Lecture-Forum Series, AEH final report 
Photographs Box
6
Recordings 
REC.R0001. Thera Nelson Greer interviewed by Tom Greer (with transcript), Nevada County schools in
the 1920s 
REC.R0002. Thera Nelson Greer interviewed by Tom Greer (with transcript) 
REC.R0003. Dempsey Bear interviewed by Terry Franklin (with transcript) 
REC.R0004. Dempsey Bear interviewed by Terry Franklin (with transcript) 
REC.R0005. Henry Bell interviewed by R.L. Wiley (with transcript) 
REC.R0006. Henry Bell interviewed by R.L. Wiley (with transcript) 
REC.R0007. Gus Hunter interviewd by Tom Greer (with transcript) 
REC.R0008. Gus Hunter interviewed by Tom Greer (with transcript) 
REC.R0009. Ralph Fore interviewed by Tom Greer (with transcript) 
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REC.R0010. Ralph Fore interviewed by Tom Greer (with transcript) 
REC.R0011. Florence Allen interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0012. Harry Allison interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0013. Harry Allison interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0014. Harry Allison interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0015. Frances Daniel Bankston interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0016. Earl Baxter interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0017. Ben and Erma O'Neill Bennett interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0018. Agnes McNeese Biggs interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0019. Mollie Binns, Pearl Harris, Marie Echols interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with
transcript) 
REC.R0020. Mollie Binns, Pearl Harris, Marie Echols interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with
transcript) 
REC.R0021. Judge Clifton Bond interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond 
REC.R0022. Judge Clifton Bond interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond 
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REC.R0023. Victor Borchardt interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0024. Victor Borchardt interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0025. Dan Bordeaux interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0026. Dan Bordeaux interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0027. Dan Bordeaux interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0028. Alaga Boyd interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond 
REC.R0029. Alaga Boyd interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond 
REC.R0030. Ethel and Lizzie Brown interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0031. Ethel and Lizzie Brown interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0032. Louise Buffington interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond 
REC.R0033. Winnie Gober Burks interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0034. Ethel Sawyer Carter interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0035. Mr. and Mrs. Henry Cash interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond 
REC.R0036. Mike Cavaness interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
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REC.R0037. Nathan Chatman interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0038. Louise Councille and Eleanor Blankenship interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond 
REC.R0039. Jess Courtney interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond 
REC.R0040. Emma Knowles Cox interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond 
REC.R0041. Jessie Baker Crook interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0042. Jessie Baker Crook interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0043. Mr. and Mrs. Tom Crook interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0044. Mr. and Mrs. Tom Crook interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0045. Marguerite Cruce interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0046. Emma Knowles Cox interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0047. Dr. Corliss Curry interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0048. Dr. Corliss Curry interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond 
REC.R0049. Dr. Corliss Curry interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond 
REC.R0050. James Daniel interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
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REC.R0051. James Daniel interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0052. Mr. and Mrs. Guy Davis interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0053. Mrs. John Deal interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond 
REC.R0054. Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Davis interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond 
REC.R0055. Curtis DeArmond interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond, folk songs 
REC.R0056. Curtis DeArmond interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond, folk songs 
REC.R0057. Garner DeArmond interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0058. Verna Hughes DeWitt interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0059. Verna Hughes DeWitt interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0060. Elvin Doss interviewed by Mary Doss Lassiter 
REC.R0061. Cecil and Thelma Ellis interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond 
REC.R0062. Sam Everett interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0063. Sam Everett interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0064. Ruby and Thomas Farrar interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
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REC.R0065. Ruby and Thomas Farrar interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0066. Edna Bond Gibson and Eugene Gibson interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond 
REC.R0067. Mr. and Mrs. Wade Gober interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0068. Mr. and Mrs. Wade Gober interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0069. Betty Tucker Gosnell interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0070. Betty Tucker Gosnell interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0071. Ida Belle Knowles Grubbs interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0072. Ida Belle Knowles Grubbs interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0073. Captain John Hammock interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0074. Captain John Hammock interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0075. Josephine Handly interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0076. Josephine Handly interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0077. Grace Lawhon Handley interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0078. Grace Lawhon Handley interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
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REC.R0079. Eric Hardy interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0080. Eric Hardy interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0081. Eric Hardy interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0082. Eric Hardy interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0083. Gordon Hartwick interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond 
REC.R0084. Vivian Jordan Hartness interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond 
REC.R0085. Martha Ballard Hawkins interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0086. Martha Ballard Hawkins interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0087. Mr. and Mrs. Jim Herring interviewed by Rebecca 
REC.R0088. Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Hickam interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0089. Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Hickam interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond 
REC.R0090. Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Hickam interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond 
REC.R0091. Clara Moore Hoge and Clara Price Moore interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond 
REC.R0092. Hettie Nell Rogers Horn interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
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REC.R0093. Hettie Nell Rogers Horn interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0094. Roy and Reba Husky interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0095. Roy and Reba Husky interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0096. David Taylor Hyatt interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0097. David Taylor Hyatt interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0098. Effie Lou Howard Isom interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond 
REC.R0099. Effie Lou Howard Isom interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond 
REC.R0100. Effie Lou Howard Isom interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond 
REC.R0101. Effie Lou Howard Isom interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond 
REC.R0102. Charles Jackson interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond 
REC.R0103. Sadie Johnson interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0104. Sadie Johnson interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0105. R.D. Jones, Sr. and Reva White interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0106. R.D. Jones, Sr. and Reva White interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
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REC.R0107. James Jordan interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond 
REC.R0108. Linnie Deal Jordan interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0109. Linnie Deal Jordan interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0110. Marjorie White Knowles interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond 
REC.R0111. Marjorie White Knowles interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond 
REC.R0112. Rebie Lambert interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0113. Mr. and Mrs. Hutch Landfair interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0114. Mr. and Mrs. Hutch Landfair interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0115. Ivy Lou Manees interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0116. Mrs. Henri Wells Mason interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0117. Mr. and Mrs. Roy Mayo interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0118. Mr. and Mrs. Oscar McCarty interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0119. Mr. and Mrs. Oscar McCarty interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0120. James McCoy interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond 
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REC.R0121. Mr. and Mrs. Joe McCloy interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0122. Mr. and Mrs. Joe McCloy interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0123. Lillian McKeown interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0124. Lillian McKeown interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0125. Lillian McKeown interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0126. James Turner Mew and Curtis DeArmond interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond 
REC.R0127. Barnett Miles interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0128. Odis Millen interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0129. Wash Miller and Verlee Junior interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0130. Wash Miller and Verlee Junior interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0131. Dr. Walter Moffatt interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0132. Dr. Walter Moffatt interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0133. Juanita Jolley Mosley interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0134. Grace Rogers Moss interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond 
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REC.R0135. Grace Rogers Moss interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond 
REC.R0136. Russ Nichols interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0137. Callie O'Neill interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0138. Homer Pace interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond 
REC.R0139. Jesse Peacock interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond 
REC.R0140. Charlie Pennington interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond 
REC.R0141. Charlie Pennington interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0142. Mr. and Mrs. Cleve Potts interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0143. Dr. J. P. Price interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0144. Dr. J. P. Price interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0145. Koonce Reed and Lamar Virgil interviewed by Bob Boyd (with transcript) 
REC.R0146. Koonce Reed interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0147. Koonce Reed interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0148. Koonce Reed interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
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REC.R0149. Leroy and Vester Rhodes interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond 
REC.R0150. Leroy and Vester Rhodes interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond 
REC.R0151. George and Nealie Ridgell interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0152. George and Nealie Ridgell interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0153. Lela Mae Goyne Rodgers interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0154. Lela Mae Goyne Rodgers interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0155. James Ross, Sr. interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0156. Gladys Ryburn interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond 
REC.R0157. Gladys Ryburn and George Ryburn interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond 
REC.R0158. Mr. and Mrs. Garvin Scogin, Lucie Doss, and Bettie Dunlap interviewed by Rebecca
DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0159. Mr. and Mrs. Garvin Scogin, Lucie Doss, and Bettie Dunlap interviewed by Rebecca
DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0160. Mr. and Mrs. Garvin Scogin, Lucie Doss, and Bettie Dunlap interviewed by Rebecca
DeArmond 
REC.R0161. Scottie Richardson Smith interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond 
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REC.R0162. John Sumner interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0163. Ozelle Tate interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0164. Ozelle Tate interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0165. Yates and Juan Trotter interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0166. Yates and Juan Trotter interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0167. Bama King Tucker interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0168. Bama King Tucker interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0169. Katherine Duke Tucker interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0170. Katherine Duke Tucker interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0171. Melvin Watts interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond 
REC.R0172. Marietta Webb interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0173. Marietta Webb interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0174. Marietta Webb interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0175. Bill White interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond 
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REC.R0176. Mr. and Mrs. Edgar White interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0177. Mr. and Mrs. Edgar White interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0178. Herbert Edgar White interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0179. Mr. and Mrs. Otis White interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0180. Mr. and Mrs. Otis White interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0181. Reva White interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0182. Mrs. Lamar Williamson interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0183. Mr. and Mrs. Curt Wilson interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0184. Audrey Withers, Mae Pennington, and Nathan Chatman interviewed by Rebecca
DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0185. Audrey Withers, Mae Pennington, and Nathan Chatman interviewed by Rebecca
DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0186. Mr. and Mrs. D. B. Wolf interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond 
REC.R0187. Audrey Rawls Young interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond (with transcript) 
REC.R0188. Mr. and Mrs. Tab Young interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond 
Center for Rural Studies records
Recordings
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REC.R0189. Mr. and Mrs. Tab Young interviewed by Rebecca DeArmond 
REC.R0190. Grady Runyan interviewed by Amy Runyan 
REC.R0191. Grady Runyan interviewed by Amy Runyan 
REC.R0192. Linda Clark interviewed by E. C. Wiley (with transcript) 
REC.R0193. Linda Clark interviewed by E. C. Wiley (with transcript) 
REC.R0194. Joe Welch interviewed by R. L. Wiley 
REC.R0195. Lloyd McConnell interviewed by Pamela Webb 
REC.R0196. Ray Granade at Oral History Workshop (with transcript) 
REC.R0197. Bob Greene at Oral History Workshop (with transcript) 
REC.R0198. Charles Crawford at Oral History Workshop (with transcript) 
REC.R0199. Charles Crawford at Oral History Workshop (with transcript) 
REC.R0200. Rebecca DeArmond at Oral History Workshop (with transcript) 
REC.R0201. Bill Downs at Oral History Workshop (with transcript) 
REC.R0202. Shuff at Oral History Workshop (with transcript) 
Center for Rural Studies records
Recordings
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REC.R0203. Lavell Cole at Oral History Workshop (with transcript) 
REC.R0204. Two River Band at Oral History Workshop 
REC.R0205. Sam and Jessie at Oral History Workshop 
REC.R0206. Ray Thornton at Education Conference 
REC.R0207. Wrap-Up of Education Conference 
REC.R0208. Everett Slavens at Education Conference (with transcript) 
REC.R0209. Part one, Economic Conference 
REC.R0210. Paul Root (morning) at Education Conference 
REC.R0211. Ray Thornton at Education Conference 
REC.R0212. Paul Root at Education Conference 
REC.R0213. Floyd Young (morning) at Education Conference 
REC.R0214. Goldberg at Education Conference 
REC.R0215. Pat Hattabaugh at Education Conference 
REC.R0216. Afternoon group, Education Conference 
Center for Rural Studies records
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REC.R0217. Ford at Education Conference 
REC.R0218. Ford at Education Conference 
REC.R0219. Everett Slavens (morning) at Education Conference 
REC.R0220. Floyd Young (group 2) at Education Conference 
REC.R0221. Ray Thornton (afternoon) at Education Conference 
REC.R0222. Bob Bell at Education Conference 
REC.R0223. Part 3 and 4, Education Conference 
REC.R0224. Part 5 and 6, Education Conference 
REC.R0225. Part 7 and 8, Education Conference 
REC.R0226. Part 9 and 10, Education Conference 
REC.R0227. Adlai S. Croon interviewed by Karen Wallace (with transcript) 
REC.R0228. Opal Mote interviewed by Karen Wallace (with transcript) 
REC.R0229. Ralph E. Martin interviewed by Electa Wiley (with transcript) 
REC.R0230. W. C. Welch interviewed by Robbie Clifton (with transcript) 
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Recordings
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REC.R0231. Lucy Britt interviewed by Lavell Cole 
REC.R0232. Cleete Coon interviewed by Terry Franklin 
REC.R0233. Cloie Presley interviewed by Lavell Cole (with transcript) 
REC.R0234. John Hugh White interviewed by Frances Hendrix (with transcript) 
REC.R0235. Eddie Hash interviewed by Ron Root (with transcript) 
REC.R0236. Mrs. Mettie Wylie Bunn interviewed by Frances Hendrix (with transcript) 
REC.R0237. Ophelia Davidson and Carrie Della Davidson interviewed by Tom Greer (with transcript) 
REC.R0238. Garland Morris interviewed by Ron Root (with transcript) 
REC.R0239. Norman Hobgood interviewed by J. Robert Greene (with transcript) 
REC.R0240. Norman Hobgood interviewed by J. Robert Greene (with transcript) 
REC.R0241. M. A. Kirby interviewed by R. L. Wiley 
REC.R0242. Mr. and Mrs. O. J. McNabb interviewed by Terry Franklin 
REC.R0243. Margaret L. Roberts interviewed by Robbie Clifton 
REC.R0244. Everett Mason interviewed by Robbie Clifton (with transcript) 
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REC.R0245. Esther Smith interviewed by Lavell Cole (with transcript) 
REC.R0246. Pres Clinton Finley interviewed by Lavell Cole 
REC.R0247. King Davis Hill interviewed by Frances Hendrix 
REC.R0248. Grover and Lola Bailey interviewed by Karen Wallace (with transcript) 
REC.R0249. Opal Miller interviewed by Robbie Clifton (with transcript) 
REC.R0250. August W. Bahr interviewed by Karen Wallace (with transcript) 
REC.R0251. Chester E. Smith interviewed by Karen Wallace (with transcript) 
REC.R0252. Della Greer interviewed by Karen Wallace (with transcript) 
REC.R0253. William Leach interviewed by Karen Wallace and Robbie Clifton (with transcript) 
REC.R0254. Floyd Bradberry interviewed by Robbie Clifton (with transcript) 
REC.R0255. Floyd Bradberry interviewed by Robbie Clifton (with transcript) 
REC.R0256. Rosemary Brown interviewed by R.L. Wiley (with transcript) 
REC.R0257. Mrs. R. Harris interviewed by R.L. Wiley (with transcript) 
REC.R0258. Karen McGill interviewed by Jim Rees (with transcript) 
Center for Rural Studies records
Recordings
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REC.R0259. Dora Hart Meador interviewed by Lavell Cole (with transcript) 
REC.R0260. Mrs. Willie Burton interviewed by Jim Rees 
REC.R0261. Mrs. Millard McCauley interviewed by Jim Rees 
REC.R0262. Odessia Shaw interviewed by Leavel Gibson (with transcript) 
REC.R0263. Women's Symposium #1 
REC.R0264. Women's Symposium #2 
REC.R0265. Women's Symposium #3 
REC.R0266. Women's Symposium #4 
REC.R0267. Women's Symposium #5 
REC.R0268. Women's Symposium #6 
REC.R0269. Conference on the Land panel, Joe Nix (moderator) 
REC.R0270. Conference on the Land, Charles Bowlus 
REC.R0271. Conference on the Land, Daria Orr 
REC.R0272. Conference on the Land, Tom McRae 
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Recordings
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REC.R0273. Conference on the Land panel, Joe Nix (moderator) 
REC.R0274. Conference on the Land, David Brower 
REC.R0275. Conference on the Land, Ray Thornton 
REC.R0276. Conference on the Land, R. Wright 
REC.R0277. Conference on the Land, R. Wright 
REC.R0278. Symposium on Housing #1 
REC.R0279. Symposium on Housing #2 
REC.R0280. Symposium on Housing #3 
REC.R0281. Senator Dale Bumpers, "The Politics of Energy" 
REC.R0282. Symposium on Popular Culture 
REC.R0283. Symposium on Popular Culture, George Fisher 
REC.R0284. Symposium on Health, Linda Bilheimer 
REC.R0285. Symposium on Health panel 
REC.R0286. Symposium on Health, Narracong 
Center for Rural Studies records
Recordings
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REC.R0287. Symposium on Health, Ray Marshall 
REC.R0288. Symposium on Health panel, Don Miller 
REC.R0289. Symposium on Health, Miller 
REC.R0290. F.B. Buffington interviewed by R.L. Wiley 
REC.R0291. Nelen Spooner interviewed by Tom Greer (with transcript) 
REC.R0292. Mrs. Park Cypert and Pat Cypert interviewed by Tom Greer (with transcript) 
REC.R0293. Violet Wiley interviewed by R.L. Wiley 
REC.R0294. C. Darlene Shepherd interviewed by R.L. Wiley 
REC.R0295. Symposium on Politics 
REC.R0296. Symposium on Politics #2 
REC.R0297. Symposium on Politics #3 
REC.R0298. Symposium on Politics 
REC.R0299. Symposium on Politics 
REC.R0300. Aging Symposium #1 
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REC.R0301. Aging Symposium #2 
REC.R0302. Aging Symposium #3 
REC.R0303. Aging Symposium #4 
REC.R0304. Aging Symposium #5 
REC.R0305. W.E. Orr interviewed by Tom Greer (with transcript) 
REC.R0306. Roseboro Hendrix interviewed by Electa C. Wiley 
REC.R0307. Odessia Shaw interviewed by Leavel Gibson (with transcript) 
REC.R0308. Floyd Young, Jr. interviewed by R.L. Wiley 
REC.R0309. Symposium on Politics 
REC.R0310. J. M. Spicer interviewed by Desmarais (with transcript) 
REC.R0311. J. M. Spicer interviewed by Desmarais (with transcript) 
REC.R0312. Gilbert Inman interviewed by Desmarais (with transcript) 
REC.R0313. E. A. McCracken interviewed by Desmarais (with transcript) 
REC.R0314. Will Payer interviewed by Desmarais (with transcript) 
Center for Rural Studies records
Recordings
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REC.R0315. Joe Freeman interviewed by Desmarais (with transcript) 
REC.R0316. Dora Dixon interviewed by Desmarais (with transcript) 
REC.R0317. L. C. Carter interviewed by Desmarais (with transcript) 
REC.R0318. Mack Skinner interviewed by Desmarais (with transcript) 
REC.R0319. Mack Skinner interviewed by Desmarais (with transcript) 
REC.R0320. Mack Skinner interviewed by Desmarais (with transcript) 
REC.R0321. Mack Skinner interviewed by Desmarais (with transcript) 
REC.R0322. Mrs. M. Pettit interviewed by Desmarais (with transcript) 
REC.R0323. Mayor Clark Smith interviewed by Desmarais (with transcript) 
REC.R0324. George Meekins interviewed by Desmarais (with transcript) 
REC.R0325. Wilbert Gunnell interviewed by Desmarais (with transcript) 
REC.R0326. Mr. and Mrs. Otis Goodwin interviewed by Desmarais (with transcript) 
REC.R0327. Paul Beurkle interviewed by Desmarais (with transcript) 
REC.R0328. John Plafcan interviewed by Desmarais 
Center for Rural Studies records
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REC.R0329. Arkansas Humanities by Desmarais 
REC.R0330. Mr. and Mrs. R.H. Alexander interviewed by Desmarais 
REC.R0331. Charles Davis II interviewed by Desmarais 
REC.R0332. Mrs. Joe Brewer interviewed by Desmarais 
REC.R0333. John King interviewed by Desmarais 
REC.R0334. Chalmers Davis interviewed by Desmarais 
REC.R0335. Chalmers Davis interviewed by Desmarais 
REC.R0336. Floride Dortch interviewed by Desmarais 
REC.R0337. George Rex Jones interviewed by Desmarais 
REC.R0338. Lily Peter interviewed by Desmarais 
REC.R0339. Lily Peter interviewed by Desmarais 
REC.R0340. Mrs. W. P. Drotek interviewed by Desmarais 
REC.R0341. Mrs. W. P. Drotek interviewed by Desmarais 
REC.R0342. Roberta Jackson interviewed by Desmarais 
Center for Rural Studies records
Recordings
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REC.R0343. Mr. and Mrs. John W. Scott interviewed by Desmarais 
REC.R0344. Tom Mitchell interviewed by Desmarais 
REC.R0345 Tom Mitchell interviewed by Desmarais 
REC.R0346. H. L. Mitchell interviewed by Desmarais 
REC.R0347. Chris Templeton interviewed by Desmarais 
REC.R0348. Estes Walter interviewed by Desmarais 
REC.R0349. C. D. Fudge interviewed by Desmarais 
REC.R0350. Mike Wilson interviewed by Desmarais 
REC.R0351. G. R. Jones interviewed by Desmarais 
REC.R0352. Al Thibault interviewed by Desmarais 
REC.R0353. Lulu Mason interviewed by Desmarais 
REC.R0354. Nona Mae Adair interviewed by Bill Browning 
REC.R0355. Irma Scarborough interviewed by Bob Browning 
REC.R0356. David Chagnon interviewed by Bob Browning 
Center for Rural Studies records
Recordings
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REC.R0357. Virgil H. Conner interviewed by Bob Browning 
REC.R0358. Elmo Woolf interviewed by C.J. Hall (with transcript) 
REC.R0359. Cornie Steelman interviewed by C.J. Hall (with transcript) 
REC.R0360. Pauline Wilkins interviewed by Bill Browning 
REC.R0361. Mrs. Jack Wood interviewed by Bob Browning 
REC.R0362. Joseph T. Minor interviewed by Karen Wallace (with transcript) 
REC.R0363. Sandra B. Holt interviewed by Karen Wallace (with transcript) 
REC.R0364. Lois Reddin interviewed by Karen Wallace 
REC.R0365. Bonnie McDonald interviewed by Tom Greer (with transcript) 
REC.R0366. Helen P. Merritt interviewed by Tom Greer (with transcript) 
REC.R0367. Roy V. Simpson interviewed by Pam Webb (with transcript) 
REC.R0368. William Compton interviewed by Pam Webb (with transcript) 
REC.R0369. Elizabeth Alderman interviewed by Jim Rees (with transcript) 
REC.R0370. Georgia McElhannon interviewed by Jim Rees (with transcript) 
Center for Rural Studies records
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REC.R0371. Jean Overlock interviewed by Jim Rees 
REC.R0372. Olive and Jewel Gann interviewed by Lavell Cole (with transcript) 
REC.R0373. James G. White interviewed by James Rees (with transcript) 
REC.R0374. David Lamb interviewed by Jim Rees (with transcript) 
REC.R0375. David Lamb interviewed by Jim Rees (with transcript) 
REC.R0376. Charles Golden and Cynthia Dawn Blanton interviewed by Jim Rees (with transcript) 
REC.R0377. Llewellyn W. Williamson interviewed by R.L. Wiley 
REC.R0378. Mildred Smith interviewed by R.L. Wiley 
REC.R0379. W.L. Bazzelle interviewed by R.L. Wiley 
REC.R0380. C. L. Payne interviewed by R.L. Wiley 
REC.R0381. Mrs. Woodrow May interviewed by Lavell Cole (with transcript) 
REC.R0382. Euphie McCauley interviewed by Lavell Cole (with transcript) 
REC.R0383. Eunice Tull interviewed by Lavell Cole (with transcript) 
REC.R0384. Ira and Marie Barfield interviewed by Lavell Cole (with transcript) 
Center for Rural Studies records
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REC.R0385. Odie Bell Muse interviewed by Sharon Longinotti 
REC.R0386. Odie Bell Muse interviewed by Sharon Longinotti 
REC.R0387. Josephine Barbaratto and Frances Barbaratto interviewed by Sharon Longinotti 
REC.R0388. Duane Jacobs interviewed by Karen Wallace 
REC.R0389. Edith May interviewed by Karen Wallace 
REC.R0390. Paul A. Harrelson interviewed by Bill Browning 
REC.R0391. Ola Gill Wylie interviewed by C.J. Hall 
REC.R0392. Valerie L. Davis interviewed by Glynn O'Neal 
REC.R0393. H.K. Thatcher interviewed by Glynn O'Neal 
REC.R0394. Lula Doughty Ritcherson interviewed by Glynn O'Neal 
REC.R0395. Lula Doughty Ritcherson interviewed by Glynn O'Neal 
REC.R0396. Alonzo Combs interviewed by Glynn O'Neal 
REC.R0397. Eudora Fields interviewed by Glynn O'Neal 
REC.R0398. Mr. Teague interviewed by Glynn O'Neal 
Center for Rural Studies records
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REC.R0399. Canaan Missionary Baptist Church (Little Rock) 
REC.R0400. Greater Archview Baptist Church (Little Rock) 
REC.R0401. Lonoke Baptist Church (Hope) 
REC.R0402. Lonoke Baptist Church (Hope) 
REC.R0403. Rising Star Baptist Church (Hope) 
REC.R0404. Garrett Chapel Baptist Church (Hope) 
REC.R0405. Okolona First Baptist Church (Okolona) 
REC.R0406. Munn's Chapel Baptist Church (Prescott) 
REC.R0407. Haynes Chapel Baptist Church (Hempstead County) 
REC.R0408. Bethel A.M.E. Church (Hope) 
REC.R0409. Bethel A.M.E. Church (Hope) 
REC.R0410. Gott Chapel C.M.E. Church (McCaskill) 
REC.R0411. St. Paul C.M.C. Church (Washington) 
REC.R0412. Bishop F.C. James (12th District) 
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REC.R0413. House of Jacob 
REC.R0414. Bill Berry interviewed by Troy Jenkins 
REC.R0415. Bill Berry interviewed by Troy Jenkins 
REC.R0416. Bill Berry interviewed by Troy Jenkins 
REC.R0417. McHenry (original) 
REC.R0418. C.R. Huie interviewed by Robert Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0419. W. Percy Malone interviewed by Robert Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0420. Larry Whitley interviewed by Robert Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0421. Robert C. Rhodes interviewed by Robert Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0422. James Ford interviewed by Robert Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0423. Jane L. Lucas interviewed by Robert Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0424. Millard E. Aud interviewed by Robert Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0425. Ed McCorkle interviewed by Robert Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0426. Robert B. Thomasson interviewed by Robert Shuff (with transcript) 
Center for Rural Studies records
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REC.R0427. John Malcolm Moore interviewed by Robert Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0428. Herman Hankins interviewed by Robert Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0429. I. B. Fuller interviewed by Robert Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0430. JoAnn Buck and Paula Wade interviewed by Marian Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0431. Martha Greene interviewed by Marian Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0432. Clarence Hardin interviewed by Robert Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0433. Martha V. Black interviewed by Marian Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0434. Theresa Keaton interviewed by Marian Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0435. Mary Ella Clark interviewed by Marian Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0436. Lorraine Shuff interviewed by Marian Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0437. Charles Smith interviewed by Robert Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0438. Flave Carpenter interviewed by Robert Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0439. Fred Arnold interviewed by Robert Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0440. Katherine Hobgood interviewed by Marian Shuff (with transcript) 
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REC.R0441. Jim Fisher interviewed by Robert Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0442. Mary Jo McCorkle interviewed by Marian Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0443. Max Williams interviewed by Marian Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0444. Mary Jo Mann interviewed by Robert Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0445. James Shuff interviewed by Robert Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0446. Waynette Shuler interviewed by Marian Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0447. Ed Snider interviewed by Robert Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0448. Billy C. Williams interviewed by Robert Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0449. Joe T. Clark interviewed by Robert Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0450. Scott Tatman interviewed by Robert Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0451. Dean Inman interviewed by Marian Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0452. Agnes Coppenger interviewed by Robert Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0453. Mattie McClure interviewed by Carolyn Batson (with transcript) 
REC.R0454. Mrs. C.F. Batson interviewed by Carolyn Batson (with transcript) 
Center for Rural Studies records
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REC.R0455. Marguerite Goodloe interviewed by Marian Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0456. Frances Crawford interviewed by Marian Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0457. Evelyn Bowden interviewed by Marian Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0458. Dan Gathright interviewed by Robert Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0459. H.W. "Bill" McMillan interviewed by Robert Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0460. Elizabeth D. McMillan interviewed by Marian Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0461. A.C. Hennings interviewed by Robert Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0462. Andre Viton interviewed by Robert Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0463. James Hobgood interviewed by Robert Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0464. J. Don Corley interviewed by Marian Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0465. Raymond Green interviewed by C.M. Strack (with transcript) 
REC.R0466. James Williams interviewed by Robert Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0467. Ross Whipple interviewed by Robert Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0468. Ralph Williams interviewed by Robert Shuff (with transcript) 
Center for Rural Studies records
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REC.R0469. Juanita Barnett interviewed by Marian Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0470. Renault Kluth interviewed by Robert Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0471. Charles Blevens interviewed by C.M. Strack (with transcript) 
REC.R0472. Lacy Scott interviewed by C.M. Strack (with transcript) 
REC.R0473. Marsha Brown (with transcript) 
REC.R0474. Dan Grant interviewed by Robert Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0475. Jane Ross interviewed by Robert Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0476. Wanda Martin interviewed by Marian Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0477. William Mertins, Jr. interviewed by Marian Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0478. Edwin Martin interviewed by Marian Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0479. R.W. Francis interviewed by Marian Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0480. Ione Bynum interviewed by Marian Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0481. Juanita Williams interviewed by Lou Ann Locke (with transcript) 
REC.R0482. Naccaman Williams interviewed by Lou Ann Locke (with transcript) 
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REC.R0483. Estelle Forte interviewed by Lou Ann Locke (with transcript) 
REC.R0484. Lewis Sheperd interviewed by Lou Ann Locke (with transcript) 
REC.R0485. M.B. Garrison interviewed by Robert Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0486. J. Hugh Lookadoo interviewed by Marian Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0487. Dolphus Whitten, Jr. interviewed by Marian Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0488. H.D. Luck interviewed by Marian Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0489. Paul Turner interviewed by Robert Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0490. Nannette W. Jackson interviewed by Marian Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0491. Charlayne Hunter-Gault, "The Media: Myth or Message" 
REC.R0492. Richard S. Kirkendall, "Can We Govern Ourselves" 
REC.R0493. Herman L. Thomas interivewed by Lou Ann Locke (with transcript) 
REC.R0494. Rosemary Chu interivewed by Lou Ann Locke (with transcript) 
REC.R0495. Elsie Mae Snoden interivewed by Lou Ann Locke (with transcript) 
REC.R0496. Joy Beard interivewed by Robert Shuff (with transcript) 
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REC.R0497. Debra Fendley (with transcript) 
REC.R0498. Don Pennington, Jr. (with transcript) 
REC.R0499. Steven McNeely (with transcript) 
REC.R0500. Jerry F. Newman interviewed by Robert Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0501. Carroll Forte interviewed by Lou Ann Locke (with transcript) 
REC.R0502. George D. Mitchell, Jr. interviewed by Lou Ann Locke (with transcript) 
REC.R0503. W.H. Arnold interviewed by C.M. Strack (with transcript) 
REC.R0504. C.M. Strack (with transcript) 
REC.R0505. Kenneth Smith (with transcript) 
REC.R0506. Jim Wilkerson interviewed by Lou Ann Locke (with transcript) 
REC.R0507. Robert C. Arnold interviewed by C.M. Strack (with transcript) 
REC.R0508. Flossie Williams interviewed by Lou Ann Locke (with transcript) 
REC.R0509. Corsicana Jones interviewed by Lou Ann Locke (with transcript) 
REC.R0510. Stell Callaway interviewed by C.M. Strack (with transcript) 
Center for Rural Studies records
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REC.R0511. Russ Burbank interviewed by C.M. Strack (with transcript) 
REC.R0512. James Harrington interviewed by C.M. Strack (with transcript) 
REC.R0513. Carl de Graaf interviewed by Marian Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0514. Peggy Dorris interviewed by Marian Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0515. Don Avery interviewed by Marian Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0516. Raouf J. Halaby interviewed by Marian Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0517. Robert Shuff interviewed by Marian Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0518. Fred Hattabaugh interviewed by Marian Shuff (with transcript) 
REC.R0519. Charlayne Hunter-Gault, "The Media: Myth or Message" 
REC.R0520. Lester Thurow, "The Re-acceleration of the American Economy" 
REC.R0521. Ray Thornton reading nursery rhymes 
REC.R0522. A.B. Wetherington intervewed by Janice Wegener 
REC.R0523. Matt Hooper 
REC.R0524. Alan Bland interviewed by Matt Hooper 
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REC.R0525. Marty Quinn interviewed by Matt Hooper 
REC.R0526. Karen Baker interviewed by Matt Hooper 
REC.R0527. Ocie Hunter 
REC.R0528. Beth Ann Olson 
REC.R0529. Sandra Ziezenhorn interviewed by Beth Olson 
REC.R0530. Robert B. Lumley interviewed by Beth Olson 
REC.R0531. Sheri Grober interviewed by Beth Olson 
REC.R0532. Teresia Sharp interviewed by Beth Olson 
REC.R0533. Ken McAlister interviewed by Beth Olson 
REC.R0534. Donna Pananganan interviewed by Beth Olson 
REC.R0535. Wendell Bradley interviewed by Beth Olson 
REC.R0536. Melissa Vonsenden interviewed by Beth Olson 
REC.R0537. Danny Brackett interviewed by Beth Olson 
REC.R0538. Kelley Mills interviewed by Becky McDowell 
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REC.R0539. Peggy Gentry interviewed by Becky McDowell 
REC.R0540. Kelly O'Quinn interviewed by Becky McDowell 
REC.R0541. Mary Taylor interviewed by Becky McDowell 
REC.R0542. Debbie Boyd interviewed by Mark Myers 
REC.R0543. Debbie Neldon interviewed by Mark Myers 
REC.R0544. Shirl Walter interviewed by Mark Myers 
REC.R0545. Mark Myers 
REC.R0546. Shirley Elliott interviewed by Mark Myers 
REC.R0547. Dave McCoy interviewed by Ocie Hunter 
REC.R0548. Ivory Lee interviewed by Ocie Hunter 
REC.R0549. Merle Pettus interviewed by Ocie Hunter 
REC.R0550. Clint Leroy Coleman interviewed by Ocie Hunter 
REC.R0551. Willie Wyatt interviewed by Ocie Hunter 
REC.R0552. Greg Harri interviewed by Ocie Hunter 
Center for Rural Studies records
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REC.R0553. Malvin Wyatt interviewed by Ocie Hunter 
REC.R0554. Sandra Jones interviewed by Ocie Hunter 
REC.R0555. Deborah Riley interviewed by Ocie Hunter 
REC.R0556. Marilyn Perkins interviewed by Ocie Hunter 
REC.R0557. Donnie Allen interviewed by Ocie Hunter 
REC.R0558. Elijah Currenton interviewed by Ocie Hunter 
REC.R0559. Dennis M. Hayden interviewed by Ocie Hunter 
REC.R0560. John D. Johnson interviewed by Ocie Hunter 
REC.R0561. Russell Greene interviewed by Ocie Hunter 
REC.R0562. Anthony Harris interviewed by Ocie Hunter 
REC.R0563. Mary Keeton interviewed by Cindy Woodson 
REC.R0564. DeeAnn Daniel interviewed by Cindy Woodson 
REC.R0565. Tammy Smith interviewed by Cindy Woodson 
REC.R0566. Leesa Smyly interviewed by Cindy Woodson 
Center for Rural Studies records
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REC.R0567. Janet Taylor interviewed by Cindy Woodson 
REC.R0569. Anthony Cheeks interviewed by Lawrence Texada 
REC.R0570. Diana Smith interviewed by Lawrence Texada 
REC.R0571. Tony Lewis interviewed by Lawrence Texada 
REC.R0572. David Humphrey interviewed by Lawrence Texada 
REC.R0573. David Humphrey interviewed by Lawrence Texada 
REC.R0574. Lonnie Jackson interviewed by Ocie Hunter 
REC.R0575. Ronald Coppage interviewed by Ocie Hunter 
REC.R0576. Henry S. Commager 
REC.R0577. Una Bates interviewed by Barbara Holt (with transcript) 
REC.R0578. Elizabeth Cunningham interviewed by Barbara Holt (with transcript) 
REC.R0579. Nancy Estes interviewed by Barbara Holt (with transcript) 
REC.R0580. Victoria Gilbreath interviewed by Barbara Holt (with transcript) 
REC.R0581. Victoria Gilbreath interviewed by Barbara Holt (with transcript) 
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REC.R0582. Lucille Gutowski interviewed by Barbara Holt (with transcript) 
REC.R0583. Annie Green interviewed by Barbara Holt (with transcript) 
REC.R0584. Daisy Hamilton interviewed by Barbara Holt (with transcript) 
REC.R0585. Lula Hickey interviewed by Barbara Holt (with transcript) 
REC.R0586. Lena Irby interviewed by Barbara Holt (with transcript) 
REC.R0587. Mary King interviewed by Barbara Holt (with transcript) 
REC.R0588. Ruby McKay interviewed by Barbara Holt (with transcript) 
REC.R0589. Inez Neal interviewed by Barbara Holt (with transcript) 
REC.R0590. Modena Payne interviewed by Barbara Holt (with transcript) 
REC.R0591. Gatesy Pettycord and Mary Williams interviewed by Barbara Holt 
REC.R0592. Gatesy Pettycord interviewed by Barbara Holt (with transcript) 
REC.R0593. Vera Mae Sawyer interviewed by Barbara Holt (with transcript) 
REC.R0594. Lottie Stanley interviewed by Barbara Holt (with transcript) 
REC.R0595. Ola M. Walton interviewed by Barbara Holt 
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REC.R0596. Dick Whittington interviewed by Barbara Holt (with transcript) 
REC.R0597. Mary Williams interviewed by Barbara Holt (with transcript) 
REC.R0598. Mary Williams interviewed by Barbara Holt (with transcript) 
REC.R0599. Short, Tidwell, Carr interviewed by Barbara Holt (with transcript) 
REC.R0600. Arkadelphia 2000 Project: Town meeting #1, tape 1 
REC.R0601. Arkadelphia 2000 Project: Town meeting #1, tape 2 
REC.R0602. Arkadelphia 2000 Project: Town meeting #2, tape 1 
REC.R0603. Arkadelphia 2000 Project: Town meeting #2, tape 2 
REC.R0604. Arkadelphia 2000 Project: Town meeting #3, tape 1 
REC.R0605. Arkadelphia 2000 Project: Town meeting #3, tape 2 
REC.R0606. Arkadelphia 2000 Project: Town meeting #4, tape 1 
REC.R0607. Arkadelphia 2000 Project: Town meeting #4, tape 2 
REC.R0608. Arkadelphia 2000 Project: Evaluation and Follow-Up, 1982 
REC.R0609. High school class, 1982 
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REC.R0610. Heaven on Earth School and Bismarck Public School 
REC.R0611. Clarice Osborn 
REC.R0612. Mrs. Cornelius Cooper interviewed by Marian Shuff 
REC.R0613. Shepherd family (background, "Cousin Alfred") 
